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Q.1.   Answer briefly any five of the following.  [10]

(1) Where does Shaw borrow the title of the essay from?

(2) At what point did the transformation of Jimmy Valentine happen?

(3) What does the Rule of the road means?

(4) How did the Knight and the Lady spend their time?

(5) Which stage is described using the image of a ‘justice’? Why?

(6) Why does A. G. Gardiner describe himself as a ‘compromise’?

(7) What is referred to as ‘an ideal Grace’  ?

Q.2.        [13]

a. How does the essay ‘How wealth accumulates and Men Decay’  
present Shaw’s ideology pro socialism and anticapitalism?

OR

b. ‘La Belle Dame Sans Merci’ is a song of love and betrayal?  
Evaluate.
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Q.3.   Prepare a Questionnaire on any one from following topics:  [13]

(1) Cinema going habits of college students 

(2) Blood donation camp in college

Q.4 [A] Essay writing:   [07]

(1) Truth is beauty, and beauty is Truth.

(2) Digital India

 [B] Do as directed. [Any seven from the following]  [07]

1. It is not too late. 
 (Add a question tag)

2. Is the coffee hot?  
(change into a declarative sentence)

3. Neha found the lost key.  
(change into a yes/no question)

4. I request you to give him your pencil.  
(change into an imperative sentence)

5. The waterfall looks awesome.  
(change into an exclamatory sentence beginning with 'how')

6. They are ready for a change now.  
(change into a yes/no question)

7. The nurse kept the register at its usual place.  
(frame a question beginning with ‘who’)

8. It is too hot to go out.  
(change into a negative sentence)
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RAN - 0301
Sub : Written and Spoken Communication Skills - V

Instructions : 1) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
   2) Indicate clearly the options that you attempt.

Q.1.  Answer the following questions briefly: (Any five) 10

i) How does P.B. Shelly bring out the vanity of Ozymandias?
ii) Give an example how science benefits the common men and women?
iii) What are the characteristic features of Saturn?
iv) How does a scientist view a disease?
v) Pick out one reference to ‘eye’ in the poem ‘Purdah (I)’ 

and indicate its significance.
vi) Why is Longfellow’s poem called a ‘Psalm’?
vii) What is inscribed on the pedestal?

Q.2. a) What interesting information about the planets and stars do you 13
get from the lesson ‘The Sun, the Planets and the Stars’?

OR

b) The poem ‘A Psalm of Life’ celebrates the spirit of joy, 13
optimism and faith in the goodness of life. - Discuss.

Q.3.  a) You are invited to address students of B.B.A. degree 13
 programme on the topic ‘ Presentation Skills’. Prepare the
 presentation using slides or charts.

OR

 b) You want to promote a health drink in the market. 13
 Prepare a presentation consisting of five slides or charts.

Q.4. a) i) A campus interview is going to be conducted by Kotak 7
 Mahindra Bank for recruitment of graduates / post graduates.
 As a prospective candidate anticipate questions you could be 
 asked at the interview and write them down along with your 
 possible responses.

OR
  ii) You are thinking of diversifying your business and have 7

 applied for a bank loan. Think of the possible interaction
 that could take place between you and the bank manager 
 and prepare a transcript.
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b)  Prepare a Group Discussion on any one of the following topics: 7

 i) Is E-Learning a substitute for classroom learning?

 ii) Bullet train or better trains - What does India need?
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